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“If I could do anything besides architecture
I would write a fairytale

for from fairytales come the great inventions of [hu]mankind...”
—Lou Kahn
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Once upon a time...Once upon a time...O
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 In the far-off land of Texas, there was a little boy 
named Alberto. Alberto was a shy and polite little boy who 
loved the city and it ’s people ever since he was a small child. 
About the only special thing about Alberto was that he 
learned to listen to his heart more and more as he grew older. 
And one day his heart would lead him on an amazing 
adventure to love Rotterdam and it ’s people too! but first, to 
see how Alberto started his adventure, our story starts in the 
southwest side of the city of Fort Worth...
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 Alberto’s parents would take him to see the 
many people of the world who are suffering because of their 
living conditions, and soon he spent much of his time exploring 
hoods. Alberto was sad and wished he could help.
 

Like many kids, Alberto didn’t always get along with 
his family, the teachers at school or even the police... and little 
by little he found a new family with the neighborhood gang.
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 Things got more and more dangerous in 
SouthWest... and Alberto thought he could help out  by joining 
the neighborhood gang. But, instead of helping to make his 
neighborhood safer, he himself got more and more angry and 
more and more violent, causing lots of trouble.

Through it all, Alberto’s Mom and Daddy always took 
care of him. When things got really bad, Alberto couldn’t go to 
school for a long time because the school thought he was too bad. 
So, he stayed with his Mom and Daddy who loved him, and 
taught him great lessons even though he didn’t even go to 
school with the other kids!
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 Alberto’s family help;ed hiim to see that the best 
way to help the city isn’t by gangbanging. Instead, he became 
an architect so he could help make better, safer communities.

Alberto’s Mom never did get to see him finish 
architecture school... but he was happy to share his dream of 
helping people with architecture with her. He had years to 
think about how much pain and suffering he’d caused her... 
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But, he also had years to think about that 
fateful conversation with his Mom, so he worked hard to 
learn how to help.  It made Alberto happy to learn from 
his mistakes. And as the years went by, Alberto developed 
his skills and helped a lot of people. Until one day, he was 
invited to the Nederlands to use the skills he’d been practising 
for all those years!
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 So Alberto packed up his stuff and said goodbye 
to Texas. He was a scaredy-cat for airplanes so he took a 
boat instead!

Alberto first arrived in Spain, where he spent time 
visiting many people who wanted to change the city, but 
they didn’t seem to come together. Some of them were 
in the Plaza del Sol and others were in more humble 
neighborhoods outside the city center.
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By the time Alberto made it to the Nederlands, 
he was very excited because he hardly knew what to expect.... 
most of all he loved practicing his Dutch at the markt!

Alberto liked it so much that he took the Dutch 
name, Albert-Jan, even though most of the Dutch 
simply found his new name silly! That didn’t bother him 
because he was having so much fun learning all about the 
Nederlands, but there was one thing that surprised Alberto... 
or, Albert-Jan....
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 Many people in the city were worried about 
the city’s future, including the Queen so she decided to do 
something abou it.
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 I have collected your  
money so we can put it to use for 
the greater good! It is you, the people 
of Rotterdam, who know best how to 
improve our city- Therefore we shall 
have a competition to write the best 
Fairy Tale for our city. Then, the 
winning Fairy Tale shall be made 
a reality. .....But here is a little hint- 
The winning Fairy Tale will be 
able to carry the gold into town.

 Albert Jan listed to the Queen carefully... and 
before you know it, Albert Jan had a plan!



 Albert Jan’s plan was to write a Fairy Tale 
about a better Rotterdam.
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 He worked day and night 
to flush out the idea. 
 
He kept thinking of all the Rotterdamers he had met.

Some were worried...           ...Others were sporty

Many were creative...        ...All of them, in the        
             warmth of gezelligheid, were hopeful.
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 And Rotterdam was a great city. He got to 
know the city by bike, by boat and once his friend even took 
him on top of a tall building to show him the city from a 
bird ’s-eye view...
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 Albert-Jan kept remembering what it was like 
back home... 

 Wow, Rotterdam must really be able to work 
together to make all this awesome stuff, he thought to himself. 
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 Albert Jan remembered his time in Madrid- 
The square is the place of the people in the city!
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 But he also learned in Madrid that the square 
didn’t belong to all the people... 
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 And that is when he realized Rotterdam could 
make a square that belongs to all the people! A place where 
they could all get along together & make the city a more 
beautiful place.
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 And to top it all off, Rotterdam will have a 
Festival there... a time for getting along &  making the city a 
more beautiful place!
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 Albert Jan remembered what the Queen said -
“The winning Fairy Tale will be able to carry the gold into 
town” and he knew he wasn’t big or strong enough to carry 
the gold himself.....

 But there was no time to worry about that. Albert 
Jan knew that the people themselves knew how to fix the city... 
if only they had the chance.... When suddenly, he had a great 
idea!
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 He decided to make a team of Rotterdamers to 
fix up the city together! 

 So they all went to work, coming up with ideas. 
One by one, they put small Fairy Tales together into one 
giant fairytale!
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 On the day of the competition, they had to use a 
wheel-barrow & the entire team to carry their Fairy Tale to 
the castle.

 As they read the people their Fairy Tale, many 
people felt happy and hopeful!
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 Suddenly, the Queen spoke up- 

 The people have spoken! This Fairy Tale shall 
be the winner! ...If!... If the Fairy Tale can carry the gold 
into town and make itself a reality!
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When the Queen said this, a silence fell over the 
crowd. They had forgotten to figure out the Queen’s riddle 
and they were worried that the Fairy Tale wasn’t right.

Just then, the littlest meisje waddled over to the 
chest of gold, picked out the smallest gold coin, bought a 
seed and planted it between the stones of the palace floor. 
To everyone’s amazement, the seed was magical and 
immediately grew into a flower of hope!
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The people were astonished! The Queen, in her wisdom, 
declared, “Rotterdam, your time has come! Now we have our 
winner- the Fairy Tale is complete!”

 So, following the tiniest meisje’s lead, everyone lent 
a hand carrying the gold into town to fix up Rotterdam and 
prepare for the Festival!



 When the big day finally arrived, folks from 
all over Rotterdam converged on the plein for the festival! 
They learned all about the changes to the neighborhood and a 
little more about each other making new changes too. When 
night fell, they gathered ‘round to dedicate the plein- “To a 
sustainable future for all through multicultural unity.” 
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 Many cried tears of hope for the future and joy for 
the here & now- they cried all the more beccause the children 
couldn’t understand why.
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 BUt the  monument they made wasn’t like 
other monuments. It celebrated the hope & joy of the here & 
now as a temporary urban art installation.

 They plan to take it down and build a new one 
next year- only they don’t know yet what it will be like.....
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 They even made cozy public places for 
Gezellegheid! 

 The places included everyone, all the time. And 
they planned carefully because they wouldn’t let cold, heat, 
rain, wind or even snow stop them.



 A few small changes here and there made the 
way people interact with each other a little nicer, a little 
healthier, and even a little better for the Earth.
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 More people had healthy, affordable food to share 
with their loved-ones. One creative lady even built a farm on 
the dike by Brielselaan!

Some people who worked on the lady’s farm 
sold, bartered & traded the produce at the markt and the 
Maashaven Metro Station.
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 The people found many new ways- and even 
some old ways- to share and learn about each other. The 
more they shared & the more they learned, the more they 
loved.
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Nobody forgot their pasts, in fact, they remembered 
them more together. And soon, they began to focus more on 
carrying their present sharing into a happy future, together.
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The  next year, they fixed up another neighborhood in 
Rotterdam and held the festival there. In fact, it became 
a tradition that would carry on for years, bringing all 
Rotterdamers together to improve their own city...

Everyone began to understand each other better at the 
Festival, by sharing in an improved public Forum 
and at special areas for Gezzeligheid. With all the great 
Sports available, everyone got healthier. With the improved 
Exonomies, people had a chance to grow their own healthy 
foods to eat or sell. And the Monument made the city seem 
somehow magical. You see, the little meisje’s magical seed 
of hope taught everyone how to grow a magical Rotterdam 
full of hope, right inside the old one. Very soon, all the diverse 
Rotterdamers were unified in this hope, and everyone in the 
Netherlands, and indeed the world, saw that Rotterdam was 
beautiful in its gezzelig diversity! 
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And they all lived...

     ...Sustainably ever after.....
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The End
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Vision Statement

Recent events in the world have taught us 1) the importance of the public domain in the city and 2) the potential of 
the public augmenting & enhancing this domain themselves with the advancements of today. These are both lessons 
that we intend to apply to Rotterdam’s growing problems today of multiculturalism and sustainability. 

While spending time at the recent 15 de Mayo economic manifestations at Madrid’s Plaza del Sol, we began to see the 
potential of the square as the preeminent public domain of the city. As we wandered the impoverished and marginalized 
neighborhoods of Madrid though, we also saw that Plaza del Sol did not belong to all of the people. Many people who 
could and would and should have contributed to the demonstrations due to common economic concerns in fact did not do 
so due to multicultural divisions. Divided along differences rather than unified in commonalities, a city wastes its efforts 
on internal conflict and may in turn be conquered by other external issues altogether. And this multicultural division, we’re 
afraid to say, also characterizes the condition of Rotterdam’s public domain today. Whereas the necessity of a public 
domain that belongs to all the people of the 21st century multicultural city was self-evident in Spain, the possibility of 
achieving this in Rotterdam came forth with the Stadsinitiatief.

Simply stated, we believe that in augmenting and enhancing our public domain towards our common goal of environmental 
sustainability, Rotterdam will grow in multicultural unity as well. Therefore we propose a time and place to do just this. a 
time and place for Rotterdamers to meet on common grounds and work toward common goals.

Whereas real public domains across the world have been augmented and enhanced by the virtual public domains of 
Facebook and Twitter to great effect, we believe that the people of Rotterdam will come up with and institute ingenious 
ways of gezelligheid, sport, urban agriculture, forum, monument and thereby institute a new form of urban renewal.

We’ll achieve this by setting a time and place for this reconsideration. The place will be an existing neighborhood in 
Rotterdam Zuid, and the time will be a festival for hands-on Rotterdam improvement and multicultural unity. Simply stated, 
our vision is—

a time & place to begin a new shared culture of mutual understanding & environmental sustainability in Rotterdam. 
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Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION
What follows is a proposal to improve social conditions in Rotterdam both 1.) through the revitalization of an existing 
sector of the city and 2.) by organizing the first annual Rotterdam Civil Rights Festival to be held therein. 

PROPOSAL
Rotterdam today is divided along lines of multicultural misunderstanding. This division makes it more difficult to tackle 
the larger issues facing us all today— the 21st century struggle toward environmental & social sustainability. It is our 
assertion that working together to reach our common goals will bring improved multicultural unity to Rotterdam. We 
therefore propose a revitalized place in the city for Rotterdamers to do just this and a festival to celebrate and extend the 
effort.

The revitalization of an existing sector of the city--Civilrightsplein--shall be achieved by revitalizing various elements of 
community (namely forum, economy, gazelagheid, monument, green and sport) and then strategically integrating these 
elements into the existing city sector. The aim of Civilrightsplein is to improve Rotterdam not only through our physical 
architecture but more importantly through the actual architectures of community— the systems, forces, relationships and 
economies of the city which truly impact Rotterdamers’ lives and which now need revitalization. The aim of Civilrightsplein 
is to be a place in the city for the people and of the people.

The festival held at Civilrightsplein will be a time to celebrate multicultural unity and actively engage in community building. 
It will 1.) showcase the lasting changes made in the community in the revitalization 2.) provide the opportunity to make 
more “do-it-yourself” revitalizing in the community during the festival itself 3.) actively celebrate peaceful multiculturalism 
through community building and, above all 4.) provide a chance for Rotterdamers to feel the strength and hope of our 
unity, in fearful and uncertain times. The aim of the Civil Rights Festival is for the people of Rotterdam to bring about the 
change they want to see in their city and in themselves.

It is anticipated that such a tradition of community revitalization and festival will travel to a different Rotteram neighborhood 
each year, effecting substantial improvement in sustainability and multicultural unity, helping to make Rotterdam a leading 
world city of the 21st century.

EXECUTION
This project proposal shall be submitted as a competition entry in the Stadsinitiatief Rotterdam. The Stadsinitiatief is a 
competition through which Rotterdamers propose ideas to improve the city and may be awarded money and support from 
the city to complete their plan based on a selection process culminating with a popular election. 

Our strategy is to organize a coalition of Rotterdamers in a diverse, multifaceted and unified initiative to develop the 
competition entry. Should we win, we’ll implement the plans ourselves with the help of the city. The project shall be 
administered by a transparent foundation in accordance with published StadsInitiatief regulations.

INTENTION
The proposal is offered as a necessary corrective to events of the 21st century both in the Netherlands and, indeed, 
the world at large. For, whereas concerned citizens 1a) have laid claim to squares around the world 2a) through 
confrontational bottom-up mobilization 3a) to offer disengaged criticism 4a) in fits of revolt; with Civilrightsplein we assert 
1b) the necessity to lay claim to everyday urban space 2b) through cooperative bottom-up and top-down mobilization 
3b) to actively offer solutions 4b) in a gentle, everyday reformation of our city. And, whereas a recent national surge in 
the politics of fear due to economic and cultural factors has many Nederlanders fearful for the future; with the first annual 
Rotterdam Civil Rights Festival we assert the necessity of intentionally mobilizing for unity and hope and peace in the face 
of fear and uncertainty.

We thank you for the StadsInitiatief and ask that you give Civilrightplein and the first annual Rotterdam Civil Rights Festival 
every consideration, for we believe that this is indeed a way to address Rotterdam’s most pressing issues.
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Monument
Performance
Landscape

Music
Art

History
Food
Retail

TYPICAL
PUBLIC
DOMAIN

UPDATED
PUBLIC DOMAIN

IN EXISTING
NEIGHBORHOOD

DESIGN COALITION

3. ELEMENTS OF SQUARE
UPDATED TOWARD

INTEGRATED
SUSTAINABILITY,

PARAMETERS
GIVEN TO

DESIGNERS

4. EXECUTION PLANS
AND CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS
GIVEN BACK TO EXCEPT

5. EXECUTION PLANS
AND CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS
CONTRACTED OUT

6. EXECUTION OF 
PLANS & CONSTRUCTION 

1. ELEMENTS OF 
TYPICAL SQUARE

ABSTRACTED

2. SYSTEMIC
RECONSIDERATION

[Symbiosis in Design]

IMPLEMENTATION, 
EXECUTION, 

CONSTRUCTION

Project Overview

Problem:       Our multicultural city today is facing increasing social friction due to a lack of unity and understanding

Goal:              To improve social condition in the city through cultural understanding. 

Mechanism:  The interweaving
  of the socially reconsidered elements of a typical square
  into an existing neighborhood tapestry
  using an integrated sustainable approach.
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Delivery Process

Project Beginnings Bid for Nomination

Project Conception

Alberto Political Backing

Community
Involvement

Formation of 
Design Coaltion
Architects
Landscape
Gardening
Performance
etc.

Project Design Schematic Design, Design Development & Presentation

Tom
&

Graduate School
2005-2008

Rotterdam
June 2011

Formation of Coalition
& Political Backing
July - Sepetember 2011

Schematic Design
October 2011

Design Development
November 2011

Development of Proposal Presentation
December 2011

Submittal of Competition PresentationFor Consideration as Nominee
31 December 2011

Project Concept
June - July 2011
Citizens Initiative Competition entry: Towards a shared culture of 
mutual understanding and integrated sustainability

Project Design
July - August 2011
Determine systems, forces, economies of the 21st Century plein, break ‘em up, sprinkle ’em in the 
nooks and crannies of an existing neighborhood in symbiotic, equitable and sustainable ways.

project for a more Christian architecture
Founded 2010
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Delivery Process (cont.)

Community
Involvement

Design Coaltion
Campaigners

Community Organization & Project Campaign Design Development & Execution Sustainable Growth & Development of Economies & Systems

Citizens Initiative 
Nominees Announced
31 December 2011

Win, Begin Campaign
January 2012

Results of Public
Vote Announced
31 April 2012

Submission of Contract 
Documents, Bidding
1 November 2012

Awarding of Construction 
Contracts
1 January 2013

Construction / Implementation / Execution
1 February 2013

Community Kick-Off Festival
1 August 2013

Continued growth of systems
2013 - 2018
Increase in community involvement, small 
amount of sustained coalition activity to ensure
growth and development through administration.

Win, 
Begin Contract Documents
1 May 2012

Community Organization & Campaign
August 2011
To include posters and street art, community 
involvement, internet publicity blitz, etc

Community Event
Late March 2011

End of Campaign: Public Vote
31 March 2012

Peoples Campaign Project Execution & Follow-through
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Organizational Strategy & Financing

All money funneled into Except
for Project Management through
allocation of funds

Contingency to be administered by 
Except via new company

Contractual relationship with Except
for satisfactory construction on budget

Monies to be funneled to community
organizations to ensure continuation
and growth of project

Partnership formed between Except
and pfamca to deliver the project,
manage consultants, oversee 
construction process 

Transparent finances and project
management set up for independent
review by Citizens Initiative Oversight
Committee

Communication of progress & schedule
to Project Oversight, for transmission to
Citizens Initiative Oversight Committee

Communication of progress & schedule
to Project Lead, submission of Contract
Documents, assistance with Bidding &
Construction Administration

Except
Project Oversight,

Assistance, Administration
5% Total Fee

Except/pfamCa
To administer design, construction

Project Lead/ Design Lead
Assistance, Administration

15% Total Fee

Construction
General Contractor,

Assistance, Administration
40% Total Fee

Contingency
Project Continuation as

Administered by coalition
10% Total Fee

Pro Bono Community
Design and Execution,
Festival Participants

0% Total Fee

Consultant
Landscape Design

5% Total Fee

Consultant
Architectural Design

5% Total Fee

Consultant
Performance
5% Total Fee

Consultant
History

5% Total Fee

Community
History

2% Total Fee

Community
Performance
2% Total Fee

Community
Landscape

2% Total Fee

Community
Art

2% Total Fee

Community
Architecture
2% Total Fee

Consultant
Art

5% Total Fee

Consultant
Music

5% Total Fee

Citizens Initiative
Oversight Committee

Fund Allocation

Responsibility

€5M

95%

50%

10%

10%

Contractual relationship with Except
contract documents and oversight of 
bidding & construction process 

80%

Sub
5% Total Fee

Sub
5% Total Fee

Sub
5% Total Fee

Sub
5% Total Fee

Sub
5% Total Fee

Sub
5% Total Fee
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